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Introduction
The famous Scottish geologist Sir Archibald Geikie said, “It was my first acquaintance (1859) with the
geology of Fife, and furnished me with many fresh and striking manifestations of volcanic phenomena - a
foretaste of the rich harvest which the county was afterwards to yield in the same field”. G.H. Ballantyne
wrote “…the beach exposures from Burntisland to Kirkcaldy give ample scope for geological studies,
especially the Abden shore which provides an excellent illustration…of Lower Carboniferous rocks”.
The field site considered here is a coastal strip of these rich and excellent geological features a short
distance north of Kinghorn, Fife. It is about 1 km long extending from a small bay at NT 275874 to the north
end of another embayment at NT 280882.

Using this guide
This guide is written to as a resource to aid teachers in leading a field trip. It cannot be a complete package –
you'll need to do a site visit, carry out a risk assessment and choose localities and activities that are suitable
for your group and the theme that you want to explore. You might want to prepare material for pupils. The
text and figures in this guide are available as separate files from www.sesef.org.uk, where you will also find a
gpx file that can be downloaded to a handheld GPS unit to help you find the suggested localities.
We welcome feedback, ideas and examples of how you have used the guide. Contact us through the SESEF
website www.sesef.org.uk.

Overview of the geology
The rocks were formed in early Carboniferous times (about 360-320 million years ago). Britain crossed the
equator about 305 million years ago so the sedimentary rocks (limestones, sandstones, mudstones and
seat-earths) were deposited in south tropical seas, lakes, deltas, and swamps. Fossils (e.g., corals,
brachiopods, crinoids and bivalves) are common. Straight (orthocone) nautiloids, bryozoa (moss animals),
burrows and roots are less common. There is also as Geikie said, ‘a rich harvest’ of ‘volcanic phenomena’ in
the form of lavas erupted in the sea and on dry land, and deposits of volcanic ash. In places, ancient red
soils were formed on the ash by intense tropical weathering. The ancient volcanoes are located nearby at
Burntisland (The Binn towers over the town and where the road leaves Burntisland for Kinghorn, an old
volcano juts out on the left.) The basalt lavas in the Burntisland-Kinghorn area exceed 430m in thickness and
six lava flows can be seen at the steep Pettycur caravan park where the caravans are anchored to the steps
formed by the flows. Superb columnar jointing can be seen a short distance east of Pettycur Harbour (at NT
266861). Unfortunately, it is difficult of access.
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The last major glaciation which reached its peak about 21,000 years ago has left erratics (e.g., dolerite,
fragments of Old Red Sandstone, and Highland metamorphic and igneous rocks) which have been carried
down the valley of the Forth. Following glaciation, raised beaches were established. They are not well
developed on the steep shores of Kinghorn but at one location in this field site there is a raised sea cliff with
a wave-cut notch. This raised feature is about 6,500 years old. The sea has been at or close to its present
level for about 3,500 years. In the main, the shoreline is being eroded so present-day landforms include
cliffs, gullies, reefs and a wave-cut platform. There are bays where sand and shingle have been deposited
and there are fine sandy beaches below Kinghorn Railway Station and between Kinghorn and Burntisland. In
a few places, sandy deposits may be seen. Rockfalls and minor landslides are seen in places.
The key features of the site are:
•

Excellent exposures. Geological features are clearly displayed.

•

A sequence of sedimentary rocks which, by virtue of sedimentary structures, fossils, and changing
rock type, allow detailed study of changing depositional environments. One of the marine
transgressions is particularly obvious. Graphic logs may be easily constructed.

•

Vesicular and amygdaloidal pillow lavas, and volcanic ash.

•

Ancient soils developed under tropical conditions on land and in swamps. Colour changes in the soil
at one location reflect a change from land to swamp conditions.

•

Obvious faults and joints.

•

A sill with obvious transgressions.

•

Some glacial erratics and a raised sea cliff with a wave-cut notch which allows students to see how
the relative level of land and sea has changed.

Other features of interest
Some History
Kinghorn was formerly known as Kin-gorn or Kin-gorm, meaning 'head (ceann) of the boggy ground (gronn)'
or 'blue headland'. It became a royal burgh in 1285 and at this time the Royal Castle of Kinghorn stood on
the highest point of the headland (Kinghorn Ness) above Pettycur. The town seal shows a castle.
The Battle of Kinghorn is mentioned by by Shakespeare in Act 1 of Macbeth, where Macdonwald, Lord of
the Isles was killed by Macbeth -’he unseamed him from the nave to th’ chops’. Unfortunately, it seems that
this battle did not take place and it is not easy to put a date on a fictitious battle. However, Macbeth came to
the throne in 1040 so if the battle did take place it would have been shortly before this.
Kinghorn was not blessed with a harbour like that at Burntisland so it never became a major port. It was,
however, an important ferry terminal with frequent ferries to Leith on the other side of the Firth of Forth.
See Appendix 1 for further details of these points and more history of Kinghorn.

Inchkeith
Inchkeith is about 16 km from the Forth Bridge and about 4 km south-east of Kinghorn. In 1497, James IV
sent plague-smitten people here from Edinburgh ‘to remain till God provide for their health’. This was also the
site of an experiment by James “who had a dumb woman transported to the island, where, two infants were
intrusted to her care, in order to discover, by the language they should adopt, what was man’s primitive
speech … it was found that ‘they spake very good Ebrew’”.
On 18th August 1773, Boswell and Johnson visited Inchkeith en route from Leith to Kinghorn. They had
lunch at Kinghorn they took coach for St Andrews by way of Cupar. Thomas Carlyle (1795 -1881) recorded
seeing the graves of Russian sailors from a squadron which had wintered here in 1799.
The lighthouse was built in 1803 and the island was fortified with four 18-ton coastal defence guns in 1881.
At the same time two such guns were mounted on Kinghorn Ness.

Seafield Tower
Seafield Tower which can be seen to the north of the field site is an early 16th century structure which was
the seat of the Moutray or Moultray family.

Quarrying and mining
Easton Valentine writing in 1915 says “Another useful mineral and one widely distributed throughout
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southern and eastern Fife is limestone. From some kinds cement is obtained, from others the lime so much
associated with agriculture, building and many industrial processes. The lime-kiln, usually built against the
side of a hill, is a familiar object on many a farm-steading, and it was at one time in regular use preparatory
to the manuring of the fields. But lime is no longer so abundantly employed as formerly for this purpose, and
most kilns are now disused and are fallen into ruin.”
The lime kiln at Location 3 of this field site would have been charged at the top with layers of coal and
limestone (with one part coal to four of limestone) and the lime (calcium oxide) would have been drawn from
an arched opening at the base. This kiln would have produced only small amounts of lime because the base
is difficult of access sitting as it does at the bottom of a low shoreline cliff. It seems that the lime would have
been hauled up to the level of the coastal path to be loaded onto carts. Production would have ceased at the
latest with the building of the railway in 1847 because the railway would have prevented access to the fields.
Lime was also used for building. In 1503 it was decreed that seaside towns ‘Kingorne … and otheris’ would
spend some of the burgh funds on ‘the wallis of thair toune to the sey side with portis (gun ports) of lyme and
stane.’. This decree was issued because of the increasing strength of the English navy.
The mines which once existed at Kirkcaldy a short distance north of Kinghorn worked coal under the Firth of
Forth. A Royal Commission in 1905 found that there was enough coal in Fife and under the Firth to maintain
production of 6 million tons per year for 930 years. Apart from coal, blackband ironstone, fireclay and oil
shale were mined. Blackband ironstone (iron carbonate) contains enough carbon to fuel its own smelting.
Fireclay is used to make heat resistant bricks and ceramics and it forms seat-earths (fossilised swamp soils)
under coal seams. Fireclay is heat resistant because it has no ‘alkaline earth to act as a flux’ - that is, it has
no chemicals such as calcium oxide and magnesium oxide which aid melting, for it is effectively a pure
aluminosilicate, made up mostly of Kaolinite. The oil shales provided materials such as paraffin, candle wax,
and sulphate of ammonia for fertiliser. There was an oil works till 1892 at Binnend, north of Burntisland and
candles were made in a factory near Kinghorn.

Links with the curriculum
A field trip to Kinghorn can encompass a range of topics in the Higher and Intermediate 2 Geology
curriculum, including minerals and rocks, structural geology, isostasy and Earth history.
At both Higher and Intermediate 2 Levels the submission of a fieldwork report is a requirement of final
assessment. The report contributes 15 out of a total of 110 marks. The reports are marked in the school or
college. Marks are assigned under three headings:
•

Gathering of information (planning and organization of work; observation; recording)

•

Processing information (identification and description of geological features; geological content of the
report; presentation of the report)

•

Interpretation (quality of interpretations and the extent to which interpretations are justified)

Kinghorn provides every opportunity for Higher and Intermediate 2 Level students to meet, and more than
meet, SQA field report specifications. While there is no SQA requirement for students at Access 3 and
Intermediate 1 Levels to undertake fieldwork, it would be beneficial for such students to study rocks in the
field. This site has much to offer to those studying geology at any level or to anyone with an interest in
geology.

Sources of further information & support
geoHeritage Fife publish leaflets about Fife's geology. There is limited information on the web at
www.st-andrews.ac.uk/geogeosci/html/staghp.html or contact Richard Batchelor for further information:
rab@st-andrews.ac.uk.
For a general overview of the area, we recommend Browne, M et al, 2001, Fife & Tayside, a landscape
fashioned by geology, Scottish Natural Heritage, ISBN 1-85397-110-3. Available to read, save or print online
at http://www.snh.gov.uk/pubs/detail.asp?id=53.
For more detail, Kinghorn is included in Macgregor, AR, 1996, Fife and Angus Geology, Pentland Press,
ISBN 1-85821-353-3.
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Location maps, directions & local facilities

Figure 1: Location maps. Lefthand image produced from
Ordnance Survey's Get-a-map service.
www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/getamap. Image reproduced
with permission of Ordnance Survey and Ordnance Survey
of Northern Ireland.

Take the A921 and leave Kinghorn High Street at the War Memorial. Go past the entrance to the station and
turn first left down Harbour Road behind the station. Any size of vehicle may be parked on the hill, while the
car park at the bottom will take only cars and minibuses. The toilets are beside the beach and they can be
seen by looking over the railings about halfway down the hill. They can be reached from the top of the hill or
by Nethergate, which leads down from the viaduct. Postcode for the start of the excursion is KY3 9TS, grid
reference NT 2705 8702.
To reach the field site, go uphill along Nethergate under the viaduct and turn right through the playground.
Follow the coastal path, which first goes under and then beside the railway.

Safety & conservation
This is a rocky shore. At Location 1, rock falls occur from time to time so hard hats should be worn.
Sometimes the blocks which fall, particularly where the fault meets the steep slope, are very large. Thus,
great care should be taken here. Minor landslides at Location 4 seem to pose no great danger. Nevertheless,
care is again required.
While most of the walking is over shingle and boulders there are places where the rocks are covered by
seaweed. There are also difficult slopes to negotiate down to Locations 2 and 3. Thus, stout footwear is
required. There is a good coastal path (also used by cyclists) which gives easy access to places of interest.
Trips to this site should be carried out at or around low tide, otherwise important aspects of the geology will
not be seen.
You should follow the Scottish Fossil Code and the Scottish Outdoor Access Code, both published by
Scottish Natural Heritage. The shoreline is designated as a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI), notified
for geological and other features and therefore should be treated carefully. Hammering of bedrock exposures
is not encouraged. Collection of loose fossils and other geological specimens is generally ok, but you should
follow the Scottish Fossil Code and exercise restraint.

Suggested pre- & post-visit activities
Pre-visit
The teacher/lecturer should visit the field site to evaluate potential hazards and plan the field trip. Possibly, a
checklist of features which students would be expected to study and report upon could be prepared.
During pre-briefing, the following could usefully be covered:
•
•
•

Planning and organising. Students are expected to say how they would plan the field visit, and to
organise work relating to the trip. Students should be made fully aware of the marking instructions so
they know exactly what is required of them.
Safety. E.g., appropriate footwear and clothing; use of hard hats; potential hazards in the field area.
Items which should be brought on the trip. E.g., notebook; pens and pencils; camera; hand lens;
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•
•

•

compass; clinometer; packed lunch; waterproofs; sun cream. If necessary, practice may be given in
the use of equipment. such as the compass and clinometer. The use of hammers and chisels is to be
discouraged and the collection of specimens, should be kept to a minimum and restricted to loose
material on the beach.
Advice on note-taking in the field. It is important that notes are sufficiently detailed to allow students
to write their reports. A good example of a sample field notebook page is given in the South
Queensferry guide.
Field sketching. The examples given may provide a basis for discussion, e.g., of how much
extraneous detail (vegetation, boulders) should be ignored during sketching; and of how much
extrapolation and interpretation may justifiably be included. Generally, solid lines would be used to
show visible boundaries and other features. Dashed lines would be used to indicate boundaries and
features thought or known to be present but not actually visible.
Drawing sketch maps. Good examples of sketch maps are included in the South Queensferry guide.

Post-visit
The teacher/lecturer may wish to review the visit so that problems and difficulties which students have may
be discussed. Specimens should be studied. The student is required to produce a report on the field study.
This would involve processing data; preparing maps and illustrations; and perhaps constructing graphs and
tables. The report should meet, cover and include, in appropriate measure, the requirements given in the
marking instructions. It should be noted, for example, that presentation is given much less weight than
interpretation. While advice and guidance may be given, it should be noted that the fieldwork report should
be essentially the work of the student so teacher/lecturer input should not be overly significant.

Geological setting

Figure 2: Summary map of the geology of Fife

In this area, during Carboniferous times there were frequent changes of sea level relative to the land. This
indicates that the rocks were deposited in a low coastal environment with lavas being erupted into a shallow
sea or onto dry land.

Stratigraphy of the area
Figure 3 shows the main features of the stratigraphical sequence along with an indication of conditions of
formation.
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Figure 3: Carboniferous stratigraphy in the Kinghorn area

Rock

Thickness Properties and conditions of formation
(m)

Sandstones

Marine and deltaic. Deltaic sandstone shows well developed cross-bedding

Second Abden Limestone 4.0
(Hurlet Limestone)

Dark grey with many marine fossils including corals, crinoids, brachiopods,
burrows.

Mudstone

2.7

Dark with marine fossils. Deposited as the sea transgressed.

Mudstone

0.025

Lake deposit packed with fresh-water bivalves.

seat-earth

0.6

Pale in colour with fossil roots. Fossil swamp soil.

Tuff

6.0

Formed from volcanic ash or lava deposited in the sea then on becoming dry
land was subjected to tropical weathering. Conditions then became swampy.
Colour changes (green -> red -> green -> white seat-earth) indicative of
changing environments.

Basaltic lava flow
Fossil lateritic soil

The base of the flow ran onto dry land but the top consists of amygdaloidal
pillow lava so it ran into the sea.
1.2

Basaltic lava flow

Soil formed from volcanic ash which suffered intense tropical weathering
during Carboniferous times.
Base of lava very wavy where it ran onto soft mud on the sea floor. Top of
flow shows effects of tropical weathering which occurred during
Carboniferous times

Mudstone

Thin but very Wavy contact with overlying lava flow.
variable

First Abden Limestone
(St Monans White
Limestone)

4.0

Pale grey in colour. Many marine fossils including crinoids, corals and
brachiopods.

Mudstone

0.15

Dark in colour with marine fossils.

Tuff

1.7

Grey-green in colour. Shows graded bedding and ripple marks. No fossils.
Formed from volcanic ash deposited in the sea.

Mudstone

1.2

Dark in colour with marine fossils.

seat-earth

0.6

Pale in colour with fossil roots. Fossil swamp soil.

Basaltic lava

Top of flow consists of vesicular and amygdaloidal pillow lava.

Table 1: Stratigraphical sequence and conditions of formation of the various rocks seen at Kinghorn. The rocks are shown in
their correct stratigraphical order with the youngest layers at the top.
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Brachiopods

Lingula

Productus
Gigantoproductus [not illustrated]

Composita (Athyris)
Actinoconchus (Athyris)
[not illustrated]

Orthocone Nautiloid

Bivalves

Aviculopecten

Orthoceras

Naiadites

Corals

Siphonodendron (Lithostrotian)

Burrows

Sanguinolites

Crinoid fragments

Solitary cup corals e.g.
Aulophyllum

Plant Fragments

Thalassinoides
Lepidodendron (stem)

Stigmaria (root)

Figure 4: Main fossil types seen at Kinghorn
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Figure 5: Summary map of the geology of Kinghorn and locations mentioned in the text
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Suggested localities
Introduction
The localities described follow a route from southwest to northeast along the shore. Each locality is shown on
the summary map (Figure 5). The route takes you up-section, so that the sedimentary rocks are visited in the
order in which they were formed. Activities are suggested for each locality, but you are unlikely to have time
to complete all the activities in one day. Avoid high tide, and in summer you may find the vegetation hinders
progress when approaching Location 6.
A range of activities have been suggested so that you can choose a programme which is relevant for your
group, and students could also carry out standard activities such as observing and recording features (e.g.
sedimentary structures, fossils, faults), field sketching, measuring (e.g. strike and dip, width of a dyke),
interpreting geological processes (e.g. why tuff shows vertical bedding) and interpreting past environments
(e.g. conditions of deposition of coral limestone).

Location 1: Lava flows NT 2746 8731
Follow the coastal path past the caravan site and descend towards the shore, to the painted rocks at
NT 2746 8731.
Here, there is a grassy platform which makes a good place to appreciate the general picture, with lots of
basalt lava flows visible. Which way are they dipping? (towards the east, dip surfaces are visible along the
coast to the west in front of the caravans). Across the firth, the same orientation is visible in the rocks of
Salisbury Crags and Arthur's Seat. The local topography and shape of the coast comes from the contrast
between the basalt headlands and surrounding less-resistant rocks, which tend to get worn away to create
bays.
Proceed 100 m northeast to a small bay, NT 2751 8742. The northeastern end of this bay is marked by
a headland where dark basalt overlies pale limestone. Hard hats should be worn here.
The first rock encountered is basalt (Figure 6). The surface of the lava is marked by hummocky pillows.
Pillow lava forms when lava is erupted under water or where lava runs into water. On meeting the cold water,
the outer surface of the lava cools and solidifies very quickly to form a glassy skin. The inside of the lava is
still liquid and the liquid lava bursts through the skin of the flow to form blobs or pillows. The pillows are
inflated like balloons by lava pushing out through the ruptures. They cannot grow to large sizes because
rapid cooling causes them to develop solid, glassy skins. The base of this lava flow (which can be seen a
short distance before you reach Location 1) has no pillows because pillows will only develop where liquid
lava is in contact with water. The interior of a lava flow, being well away from the water may not develop
pillows.
Figure 7: Calcite-filled vesicle (an amygdale)

Figure 6: Basalt lava flow showing pillows in upper part.

Magma, like a sealed bottle of a fizzy drink, has lots of gas dissolved in it and when it approaches or runs
onto the Earth’s surface the pressure on it is reduced so the gas comes out of solution, forms bubbles and
escapes or tries to escape into the atmosphere. On cooling, the viscosity of the magma rises very quickly so
the gas bubbles may get caught in the sticky liquid to remain in the solid rock as vesicles (Figure 7). The
pillow lava here is rich in vesicles. This shows that the lava was erupted into shallow water. Basaltic pillow
lavas at oceanic ridges have no vesicles because they have been erupted under deep water and the water
pressure is high enough to prevent gas from coming out of solution. Some of the vesicles have been filled by
calcite with small amounts of pink baryte. Other vesicles contain a soft green mineral called chlorite. The
minerals which fill vesicles are deposited from hot water after the lava has solidified. Mineral-filled vesicles
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are called amygdales (Greek amygdalon: an almond) and lava rich in amygdales is described as
amygdaloidal. A short distance north-east of where pillows may be seen in section, cooling and contraction
has superimposed a pattern of polygonal fractures on the pillows. The fractures are marked by calcite veins
(Figure 8); some veins follow the outlines of the pillows while others cut through the pillows.
Figure 9: Pale seat-earth on top of lava

Figure 8: Calcite-filled columnar jointing formed
by cooling and contraction.

Sitting on the pillow lava is a pale coloured seat-earth about 0.6 m thick (Figure 9). Fossilised roots appear
as cylindrical structures. The seat-earth represents a fossil swamp soil which means that the top of the lava
flow was above sea level, due to a change in relative sea level. After formation of the seat-earth the sea
returned, because about 1.2 m of dark, carbon-rich mudstone lies on the seat-earth. Marine fossils, mainly
brachiopods, may be found in the mudstone.
Above the mudstone is grey-green tuff about 1.7 m thick
(Figure 10). The tuff was formed from volcanic ash which
erupted into the air then fell in the sea. The tuff is finely
bedded and single layers may show graded bedding
because the large particles of ash fall and sink faster
than small particles. Ripple marks are also present on
bedding surfaces within the tuff.
These observations show that the tuff has been formed
by repeated ash falls rather than by a single huge fall.
The tuff, though deposited in the sea, has no fossils
because living things would not survive frequent
episodes of rapid burial. Also, the tuff has a grey-green
colour because it contains the dark green mineral chlorite
and its iron is in the reduced form of Fe2+ rather than the
oxidised form of Fe3+ , which gives rocks a rusty colour.
White veins cutting through the tuff represent lines of
fractures later filled by calcite deposited from hot
groundwater. Volcanic eruptions then ceased because
the tuff is overlain by about 0.15 m of dark mudstone
which contains marine fossils (mainly brachiopods).

Figure 10: top part of tuff layer with overlying dark
mudstone

Figure 11: Fault contact between grey-green tuff on the
left and limestone on the right.

The mudstone is overlain by pale limestone which on the
foreshore is much brecciated by movement on a normal
fault which has thrown down the rocks on the west by
about 3 m. The fault contact between limestone (on the
west) and tuff (on the east) can be seen on the foreshore
(Figure 11). In the low cliff the fault zone shows loose
blocks of limestone (First Abden Limestone) with white
calcite and pink baryte deposited by groundwater on joint
surfaces. Fault breccia and slickensides may be seen on
some loose blocks. Basalt is seen on the east of the fault
and the sequence to limestone previously seen is
repeated as a result of faulting.
The First Abden Limestone (strike 020º, dip 22ºNE) is about 4 m thick with a mudstone parting. It is well
jointed and small crinoid fragments are abundant at the high tide mark. Down on the foreshore solitary cup
corals are common. Brachiopods may also be found. Above the limestone is a layer of dark marine
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mudstone of very variable thickness (but generally about 0.15 m thick) which is, in turn, overlain by a thick
lava flow. The contact between the mudstone and the lava flow is markedly wavy (Figure 13). The lava has
been gently emplaced on soft sediment then it sank into the mud like a layer of jam on soft pudding.
Figure 13: Undulating base of basalt lava flow above
mudstone.

Figure 12: Sequence to the east of the fault. Black
mudstone at base, followed by tuff, black mudstone then
the First Abden limestone.

Suggested activities:
Study the top of the lower lava flow. How has this lumpy structure developed? Explain how the
vesicles and amygdales have been formed. Explain how the fracture pattern shown by the calcitefilled cracks has developed.
Find the fault. What type of fault is it? In what direction and by how much have the rocks been displaced?
Draw a map and section to show how the fault has affected the rocks. Using information from both sides of
the fault, construct a graphic log. Explain why there are no fossils in the bedded volcanic ash.
Study the contact between the upper lava flow and the underlying rock. Explain how this wavy contact may
have been formed.
Now return to the path and continue north-east to the top of the ridge. Soon after the path levels off
there is an undercut cliff feature down on the right-hand-side. This is Location 2.

Location 2: Lava flows and fossil soil NT 2760 8750
Hard hats should be worn here. Taking great care on the steep grassy slope descend to the undercut
cliff.
The undercut is a wave-cut notch and the cliff is an old sea cliff raised isostatically after the last Ice Age
above present sea level. The top of the basaltic lava flow seen above the limestone at Location 1 is red and
weathered. In the notch is a fossilised, red, lateritic soil which has formed on tuff. Weathering and soil
formation took place in early Carboniferous times under tropical conditions. This type of red, fossilised soil is
called a bole. The cliff marks the base of another basaltic lava flow which, since it lies on red soil, has been
erupted onto dry land.
Figure 15: Close up of lateritic soil between lava flows.

Figure 14: Location 2, wave-cut notch where less resistant
lateritic fossil soil has been eroded out.
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Suggested activities:
At Location 1 the second lava flow formed a low cliff with a notch beneath. Explain how this similar
feature at Location 2 has been formed and why it is at a much higher level than the feature at location
1 [raised beach].
Explain why the top of the lower lava flow is red in colour and why there is red rock between the two
lava flows.
Return to the coastal path and after 50 m descend, to the right taking great care when reaching the
rocks, to the shore close to an old lime kiln. This is Location 3.

Location 3: Change from terrestrial to marine conditions preserved in sediments NT
2762 8760
This is the top of the lava flow whose base forms the cliff at Location 2. The top of the flow consists of
amygdaloidal jointed lava (Figure 16). The lava flow is overlain by about 6.0 m of tuff representing volcanic
ash which, like that at Location 1, has landed in water. Green tuff fills the joints on top of the lava.
Now walk directly down the shore and study the way in which the rocks and sedimentary environments
have changed (Figure 17).
Evidently, this area became dry land so the grey-green volcanic ash was subjected to tropical weathering
and was turned red-brown as its iron was oxidised. Then conditions became swampy so the top of the redbrown ash turned grey-green again as its iron (Fe3+) was converted to Fe2+ in the acidic, reducing swampy
conditions. At the very top, soil formed on the tuff. The swamp soil (seat-earth) is near-white because the
soluble Fe2+ was dissolved and completely leached out.
The seat-earth has cylindrical fossil roots and it is overlain by a thin (2.5 cm thick) lake deposit packed with
fossils of the fresh-water bivalve Naiadites. The sea then encroached. The lake deposit is followed without
discordance by dark grey mudstone (2.7 m thick) which contains marine fossils such as the brachiopod
Lingula. Above the mudstone is the grey Second Abden Limestone (about 4.0 m thick) The bedding planes
are hummocky and fossils such as crinoid fragments and the spaghetti-like coral Siphonodendron are
present. The limestone dips due east at 22º.

Figure 16: Location 3, jointing in top part of lava flow.

Figure 17: Sequence showing the change from dry land (fossil
soil at base) followed by grey-green swamp seat-earth with
bleached white layer, followed by freshwater mudstone with
bivalves and dark marine mudstone.

Suggested activities:
Study and record the colour changes in the volcanic ash. Relate the colour changes to changing
environmental conditions.
Construct a graphic log of the sequence from the seat-earth to the limestone. Note the fossils and
annotate the log to describe changing environmental conditions.
Now walk halfway along the beach to find the near-white seat-earth is seen in the cliff (Figure 18). This
is Location 4.
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Location 4: Mudstone and fossils NT 2762 8769
Landsliding at the southern end of this location does not
seem to pose any great danger. Nevertheless, care
should be exercised, and don't run up the scree.

Figure 18: Faults displacing white seat-earth layer.

Here, the white seat-earth has been cut by faults,
although the displacements at the south end of the slope
are not tectonic, and are due to minor landslides. A
search in the mudstone litter which has fallen from above
the seat-earth will reveal marine fossils such as the
tongue-shaped brachiopod Lingula. The beds in the
slope look to be horizontal because they are being
viewed along their strike. They are actually dipping
towards the sea at an angle of about 20º and are exposed
again on the foreshore, where the seat-earth with its
overlying Naiadites band can be found.

Suggested activities:
How would you distinguish between a layer of rock
moved by a landslide and by a fault?
Draw an annotated sketch of the faults.
Explain why the seat-earth forms a horizontal band on
the slope while it was already seen that the Second
Abden Limestone dips east at about 20º. (clue: draw two
orthogonal sections).
Continue 70 m northwards along the shore to
again meet the Second Abden Limestone. This is
Location 5.

Figure 19: Lake deposit with Naiadites fossils on
foreshore.

Location 5: Limestone, fossils and fault NT 2765 8776
The limestone is very rich in the spaghetti-like coral Siphonodendron (Figure 20). Crinoid fragments are
common and the large brachiopod Gigantoproductus is present. On a hummocky bedding plane burrows are
common between the hummocks (Figure 21). This may indicate that the organisms burrowed in soft
sediment between firmer substrate now seen as hummocks.
Above high water mark the brown weathered surface of the dolomitic Second Abden Limestone forms a
prominent ridge. Dolomite is a calcium magnesium carbonate but, since it contains traces of iron, weathering
of dolomitic limestone leaves a crust of pale brown iron oxide.
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Figure 20: Second Abden Limestone showing a mass of
Siphonodendron coral fossils.

Figure 21: Hummocky bedding plane of Second Abden
Limestone. Burrows are excavated in soft sediment
between the hummocks.

A short distance further north (NT 2765 8779) is a wellmarked fault which has brought the lava seen at
Location 3 into contact with the Second Abden
Limestone. In places, the fault breccia stands up like a
wall and on the north side of the fault, the limestone has
been displaced to the east. Such an outcrop pattern
could have been produced by normal faulting (throwing
down to the south) or by dextral tear faulting (if you
stand looking over the fault, movement has been to the
right). Bending of the beds shows that the fault has
moved vertically.

Suggested activities:
Draw the burrows and the hummocks on the
bedding plane. Why are the burrows only found
between the hummocks? Does this reflect
original differences in the substrate during
deposition of the limestone?
Study the fault. What type of fault is it? By how much and in what direction have the rocks been
displaced. Draw a map to show how faulting has affected the pattern of outcrops.
Now take the narrow path (about 20 m north of the fault) up the slope to rejoin the coastal path.
Continue north then turn immediately right after passing a wall at NT 2700 8807. Follow the wall
downhill, at the end of the wall turn left and follow the path to the metal bridge, this is Location 6.

Location 6: Fault zone NT 2776 8810
The metal bridge crosses a cleft eroded along a fault
zone in the same lava as seen at Location 3. The
outcrop of the fault zone can be seen on the shore
below the bridge. The Second Abden Limestone has
been slightly displaced with the limestone on the north
side of the fault having been moved to the east. The
sequence seen here is like that seen at Location 3
with the exception that the near-white seat-earth sits
directly on the lava. Thus, no volcanic ash has been
deposited here. Also, above the seat-earth, bivalves
(Naiadites) are rare whereas at Locations 3 and 4
they are extremely abundant.
Now walk to the end of the sand and shingle
beach.
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Location 7: Teschenite intrusions and sandstone NT 2786 8820
Here, there is a sill of teschenite (an igneous rock which resembles dolerite) which shows frequent and
obvious transgressions. At one point the sill forms three layers enclosing beds of sedimentary rock. Contact
metamorphism is minor. A small reverse fault is present and the deltaic sandstone above the sill shows welldeveloped cross bedding. Ripple marks may also be found.

Figure 24: Teschenite sill (weathered pale colour) interleved
between darker layers of sedimentary rock.

Figure 25: Sill (light coloured igneous rock with notebook)
transgressing upwards through sedimentary layers.

Suggested activities:
Study the igneous rock. Does it form a lava flow
or a sill? Give reasons for your answer.
Study the curved bedding planes in the sandstone
above the igneous rock. How has this bedding been
formed? How can bedding of this type be used to
indicate that the rocks have not been inverted by
folding ? How can bedding of this type be used to
indicate the directions of currents which formed it?

Figure 26: Cross bedding in deltaic sandstone.

Return to Kinghorn by the metal bridge and back to join the main coastal path.

Appendix 1: further notes on history and heritage
The Kinghorn ferry terminal had sixty saddle horses for travellers, till the establishment of the Granton Burntisland railway ferry in 1848. The ferry came from Leith and the hill overlooking Pettycur Harbour is
called Crying Hill perhaps because a lookout here called or cried out instructions to the ferryman to help him
gain access to the harbour or perhaps because he called to warn passengers of the imminent arrival of the
ferry. From about 1670, Kinghorn was heavily involved in linen weaving and bleaching. During the 1840s,
400 people worked in three mills. Weaving stopped in 1886. Other industries were shipbuilding; and making
bottles, golf clubs, salt, glue and charcoal. The golf course was laid out by Old Tom Morris (the Nestor of
Golf) in 1887.
William Nelson (1816 - 1887) the publisher spent some of his childhood in Abden House. His father, Thomas
(1780 - 1861) founded the business and his brother, also Thomas, invented the rotary press. William funded
many improvements in Edinburgh including the restoration of Parliament Hall in the Castle.
Glamis Tower, which once stood close to the High Street, was granted by Robert II to his son-in-law John
Lyon. The Lyon family became Earls of Kinghorne in 1606 and Earls of Strathmore and Kinghorne in 1677.
The late Queen Mother, Elizabeth Bowes-Lyon, was the daughter of the 14th Earl.
The Battle of Kinghorn described by Holinshed was used by Shakespeare in Act 1 of Macbeth. In this battle
Macbeth and Banquo defeated a Norwegian army commanded by Sweno. Sweno was aided by the rebel
Macdonwald, Lord of the Isles, and by the treacherous Thane of Cawdor. Macdonwald was killed by Macbeth
-’he unseamed him from the nave to th’ chops’. Cawdor was captured and bravely faced execution - ‘Nothing
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in his life became him like the leaving it’. The slain Norwegians were buried on the holy island of Inchcolm
further up the Firth of Forth. Holinshed calls Inchcolm ‘St Colme’s Inch’ - ‘They that escaped and got once to
their ships obtained from Macbeth, for a great sum of gold, that such of their friends as were slain at this last
bickering might be buried in St Colme’s Inch.’ Unfortunately, it seems that this battle did not take place and it
is not easy to put a date on a fictitious battle. However, Macbeth came to the throne in 1040 so if the battle
did take place it would have been shortly before this.
An event of enormous importance in Scottish history was the accidental death near Kinghorn of our last
Celtic king Alexander III. Alexander became king in 1249. His wife Margaret, daughter of Henry III bore him
three children. In 1281, Alexander’s daughter Margaret was taken by Sir Patrick Spens to be married to Eric,
King of Norway. On the way back the ship went down ‘Half owre, half owre to Aberdour
It’s fifty fathoms deep,
And there lies good Sir Patrick Spens
Wi the Scots lords at his feet.’
Queen Margaret and all the children had died by 1284 and in October 1285 Alexander married Yolande (or
Joleta) daughter of the French Count of Dreux. On the 19th of March 1286 Alexander held a council of his
nobles in Edinburgh Castle. After the meeting, Alexander set off in stormy weather to return to Yolande in
Kinghorn Castle. The ferryman at Queensferry tried to stop him but Alexander refused the offer of overnight
shelter and pressed on for Kinghorn. People said that the king was fey or wud - that is, he was fated to die
and the place of his death is called the King‘s Wud End. Between Burntisland and Kinghorn his horse
stumbled in the darkness and Alexander was thrown over the cliff. His body was found next day on the
shore. On the wall beside his memorial on the Burntisland - Kinghorn road are these words from Wyntoun’s
Cronykil:
‘Quhen Alysandyr oure King wes dede,
That Scotland led in luive and le,
Away wes sonse of Ale and Brede,
Of Wyne and Wax, of Gamyn and Gle,
Oure gold was changed into lede.
Cryst! Borne into Virgynyte,
Succour Scotland and remede,
That stad is in perplexyte.’
Yolande was heart-broken and legend has it that her grey ghost may still be seen searching the shore for
Alexander.
The heir to the throne was Alexander’s four-year-old granddaughter Margaret, the Maid of Norway. It was
agreed that she would marry Edward, Prince of Wales. In 1290, aged eight, she sailed for Scotland but died
in Orkney. There were many contenders for the vacant throne and Edward I was asked to adjudicate. In
1292 he rightly gave the crown to John Balliol (1249 - 1313). King John was deposed in 1296 because he
would not give due allegiance to Edward. Edward’s attempt to annex Scotland was stoutly resisted by
William Wallace (1270 - 1305) -’He was the first to assert freedom as a national birthright’ - and by Robert
the Bruce (1274 - 1329) who took the throne in the year after Wallace had been brutally executed in London
‘on charges of treason, sacrilege and robbery’. It is interesting to note that Bruce ‘hero of the Scottish War of
Independence’ was ‘born at Turnberry or in Essex’. In 1332, Edward Balliol (son of King John) brought an
army from England, landed at Kinghorn and defeated the Scots under the Earl of Mar at Dupplin near Perth.
He was crowned Edward I but was soon chased back to England and was never recognised as the true King
of Scots. Edward III of England aimed to restore Edward Balliol, took revenge for Bannockburn at Halidon
Hill in 1333, and was given much of southern Scotland by Edward Balliol. Robert the Bruce’s son, David II,
was sent for safe keeping to France in 1334. David returned in 1341 but the troubles went on and David was
taken prisoner at Neville’s Cross in 1346. He was held for eleven years and was ransomed for 100 000
merks. Payment of much of this reduced Scotland to penury. Edward Balliol died near Doncaster in 1367 and
David II died in 1371. Scotland had kept its independence - but, for David ‘His country owed him no gratitude
and gave him none.’. David was succeeded by Robert II, the first Stewart king. Robert was the son of David’s
sister Marjorie Bruce and Walter Fitzalan, the High Steward of Scotland.
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geoHeritage Fife
(incorporating Fife RIGS)

If you have used this guide, we would like to hear from you! We value all comments and suggestions for
improvement, and even a quick email to let us know you've used the guide is useful to help demonstrate the
interest and demand for guides like this – please contact us through the SESEF website.
© 2009 Scottish Earth Science Education Forum. Permission is given to adapt and use this guide and
images for educational purposes only.
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Scottish Earth Science Education Forum
Earth Science Outdoors
Evaluation & Feedback Form
Thanks for using SESEF's resources, we hope you have found them interesting and
useful. We plan to revise and extend these resources and value your feedback.

(1) Which Earth Science Outdoors resource would you like to comment on in this form:
Cowie, Stonehaven
[]
Crawton, near Stonehaven
[]
St Andrews, Fife
[]
St Monans, Fife
[]
Kinghorn, Fife
[]
Queensferry Shore, Edinburgh
[]
Holyrood Park, Edinburgh [ ]
Barns Ness, East Lothian
[]
North Berwick, East Lothian [ ]
Primary Earth Science Outdoors [ ]
(2) Have you:
Read the resource, but not yet visited the site [ ]
Made a personal visit to the site
[]
Used the resource to lead a field trip
[]
If yes: Age of students [
] Number of students [
Other [ ] Please give details:

] Area of the curriculum [

]

(3) How do you rate the various sections of this resource (please tick)?
Excellent

Good

Average

Poor

N/A

Comments:

Introduction/Overview
Location maps, directions
& local facilities
Suggested pre and post
visit activities
Description of suggested
localities
Suggested activities
(questions/answers)
Links with the Curriculum
for Excellence
Historical information

( 4) What worked well?
(5) What did you / would you change?
(6) Did you use local contacts to support you in using this resource? If so, who and how did they support
you?
Your contact details (useful if we have any queries, but if you'd prefer to remain anonymous that's fine):
Name:
Role:
School / Organisation:
Email address or phone number:
Please return this form to SESEF, Grant Institute, School of GeoSciences, University of Edinburgh,
West Mains Road, Edinburgh EH9 3JW or email to sesef@ed.ac.uk.
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